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1. 1. ContextContext ofof thethe reportreport

•• Since 2002, the Regional Office for Education in Africa (BREDA) Since 2002, the Regional Office for Education in Africa (BREDA) 
publishes each year a monitoring report of publishes each year a monitoring report of the progress made toward the progress made toward 
the Education For All goalsthe Education For All goals..

•• For the 5th anniversary of the Dakar World Education Forum, the For the 5th anniversary of the Dakar World Education Forum, the 
series of reports changes, indicating a greater ambition: series of reports changes, indicating a greater ambition: to be used to be used 
directly for evaluating educational policy choicesdirectly for evaluating educational policy choices in reference to the in reference to the 
Dakar objectives. Dakar objectives. 

��Report Report «« Dakar + 5 Paving for ActionDakar + 5 Paving for Action »»

•• Since, the BREDA will alternate from one year to another a princSince, the BREDA will alternate from one year to another a principal ipal 
report such as report such as ““Dakar+ 5Dakar+ 5”” and an and an intermediate intermediate repportrepport centred on centred on 
statisticsstatistics. . ““Dakar + 6Dakar + 6”” constitutes the 1st of the intermediate reports constitutes the 1st of the intermediate reports 
to be published.to be published.



2. 2. Objectives of the reportObjectives of the report

•• To participate to the consideration in progress on To participate to the consideration in progress on 

the challenges of the challenges of regional integration in Africaregional integration in Africa,,

•• To contribute to the To contribute to the implementation of the African implementation of the African 

UnionUnion’’s second decade for educations second decade for education,,

•• To follow the To follow the progress made toward Education For progress made toward Education For 

All goalsAll goals,,



2. 2. Objectives of the reportObjectives of the report

•• By placing at the disposal of the actors of the African By placing at the disposal of the actors of the African 
education systems education systems statistical informationstatistical information taking into account, taking into account, 
for each country, the for each country, the educational sector as a wholeeducational sector as a whole in order in order 
to support the dialogue on the principal choices and tradeto support the dialogue on the principal choices and trade--
off of educational policy,off of educational policy,

•• By presenting and commenting this information By presenting and commenting this information per regionper region
in order to locate each country in reference to a regional in order to locate each country in reference to a regional 
point of view, point of view, 

•• By By positioning each regionpositioning each region in the African context.in the African context.



3. 3. MethodologicalMethodological choiceschoices
•• Report based on a Report based on a comparativecomparative and and empiricalempirical approach and on the approach and on the 

latest available data on African education systems. latest available data on African education systems. 

•• The grouping of countries per 5 region is that of the United NatThe grouping of countries per 5 region is that of the United Nations ions 
Population Division :Population Division :
–– North AfricaNorth Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia(Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia),),

–– West AfricaWest Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d(Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’’Ivoire, The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Ivoire, The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, 
GuineaGuinea--Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, SierBissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo), ra Leone, Togo), 

–– Central AfricaCentral Africa (Angola, Cameroon, CAR, Congo, DRC, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Sa(Angola, Cameroon, CAR, Congo, DRC, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome o Tome 
and Principe, Chad) and Principe, Chad) 

–– East AfricaEast Africa (Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagasca(Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, r, Malawi, 
Mauritius, Mozambique, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Seychelles, SomMauritius, Mozambique, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, Zambia, Zimbabwe) alia, Zambia, Zimbabwe) 

–– Southern AfricaSouthern Africa (South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland).(South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland).



3. 3. MethodologicalMethodological choiceschoices
The data sources are:The data sources are:

••UNESCOUNESCO Institute for StatisticsInstitute for Statistics (UIS)(UIS)

•• Joint action between ministries Joint action between ministries (Education, Finance, (Education, Finance, ……) of ) of 

the countries, the the countries, the BREDA/PôleBREDA/Pôle de Dakar for education sector de Dakar for education sector 

analysisanalysis and the and the World BankWorld Bank, in particular with the , in particular with the CSR type CSR type 

sector diagnostic assessmentssector diagnostic assessments

••Other sources: CONFEMEN, UNICEF MICS, UN, UNDP, Other sources: CONFEMEN, UNICEF MICS, UN, UNDP, 

WHO/UNAIDSWHO/UNAIDS’’, WDI, WDI



4. 4. GeneralGeneral plan plan ofof thethe reportreport

The report is organized per region.The report is organized per region.

Each regional section can be Each regional section can be read as an independent entityread as an independent entity or or 
complementary complementary to the others and includes:to the others and includes:

(i)(i) An An contextual introduction contextual introduction of the region (economic, demographic, of the region (economic, demographic, 
human development and HIV/AIDS prevalence),human development and HIV/AIDS prevalence),

(ii)(ii) The The global educational pyramid for the regionglobal educational pyramid for the region (schematizing school (schematizing school 
coverage at the different levels of education and the pupils tracoverage at the different levels of education and the pupils transition nsition 
rate between levels), rate between levels), 



4. 4. GeneralGeneral plan plan ofof thethe reportreport

(iii)(iii) The The overall profile of the suboverall profile of the sub--regionregion setting out the most setting out the most 
important indicators according to a comparative approach (averagimportant indicators according to a comparative approach (average e 
value of the subvalue of the sub--region in reference to the overall African average region in reference to the overall African average 
and minimum and maximum values for countries making up the and minimum and maximum values for countries making up the 
region),region),

(iv)(iv) A A descriptive sectiondescriptive section setting out for the region (in average and by setting out for the region (in average and by 
taking into account differences between countries of the region)taking into account differences between countries of the region)

–– the the resultsresults with regard to the EFA objectives, with regard to the EFA objectives, 

–– ongoing ongoing education policies education policies andand

–– challengeschallenges for the region, for the region, 

(v)(v) Educational pyramids and individual profiles for the countriesEducational pyramids and individual profiles for the countries
making up the region.making up the region.



5. In 5. In detaildetail…… TheThe educationaleducational pyramidspyramids

•• They give a They give a sectorialsectorial point of viewpoint of view of the education system and allow of the education system and allow 
an an easy comparisoneasy comparison between:between:
–– Each region and Africa as a wholeEach region and Africa as a whole

–– Regions Regions 

–– Each country and the others countries of its regionEach country and the others countries of its region

On the following aspects:On the following aspects:

–– The distance from reaching The distance from reaching Universal Primary EnrolmentUniversal Primary Enrolment

–– The educational policy choices in terms of The educational policy choices in terms of pupil flow regulationpupil flow regulation between levels between levels 
of study and within each levelof study and within each level

–– The The more or less harmonious development of the levelsmore or less harmonious development of the levels in comparison to each in comparison to each 
otherother

–– The The internal efficiency at each levelinternal efficiency at each level, or in other words the capacity for leading , or in other words the capacity for leading 
children from the start of an educational level to completion ofchildren from the start of an educational level to completion of same in a same in a 
minimum number of yearsminimum number of years
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5. 5. In detailIn detail…… The profiles of education The profiles of education 

systemssystems

•• The regional profiles as the profiles of the countries present The regional profiles as the profiles of the countries present 
indicatorsindicators on the on the constraintsconstraints and and leeway of systemsleeway of systems and on the and on the 
main education policy choicesmain education policy choices. These indicators concern the . These indicators concern the 
sector as a whole with a sector as a whole with a «« zoom inzoom in »» primary education. primary education. 

•• They enable situate each region and each country within a regionThey enable situate each region and each country within a region
with regard to:with regard to:

–– TheThe achievement of the EFA objectivesachievement of the EFA objectives, thanks to the EFA , thanks to the EFA 
diamond, that indicates the position of the region (or the diamond, that indicates the position of the region (or the 
country) to 5 EFA objectives on a single chart country) to 5 EFA objectives on a single chart (primary (primary 
completion, literacy, girlcompletion, literacy, girl--boy parity, preboy parity, pre--primary enrolment, quality of primary enrolment, quality of 
primary education).primary education). The size of the diamond gives a visual The size of the diamond gives a visual 
indication of the current situation and the efforts needed to indication of the current situation and the efforts needed to 
achieve these goals,achieve these goals,



5. 5. In detailIn detail…… The profiles of education The profiles of education 

systemssystems

–– The The efficiency of the system to use public resources efficiency of the system to use public resources in terms of schooling in terms of schooling 

possibilitiespossibilities

–– The The equity of the system equity of the system in the sense that all the children benefit from in the sense that all the children benefit from 

the same part of public resources in educationthe same part of public resources in education

–– The The financial constraint financial constraint of the system of the system 

–– The The management of teaching staffmanagement of teaching staff

But also with regard to the following tradeBut also with regard to the following trade--off:off:

–– The The interinter--sector budget tradesector budget trade--offoff (is the education sector a priority?)(is the education sector a priority?)

–– The The intraintra--sector budget tradesector budget trade--offoff (for which level of study the budget (for which level of study the budget 

allocation is the most favourable? Is it consistent with the staallocation is the most favourable? Is it consistent with the status of tus of 

development of each level?)development of each level?)



5. 5. In detailIn detail…… The profiles of education The profiles of education 

systemssystems

–– The tradeThe trade--off betweenoff between the number of pupils enrolled and the the number of pupils enrolled and the 

cost per pupilcost per pupil, for each level of study quantity of (the region or , for each level of study quantity of (the region or 

the country gives priority to the resources allocated per the country gives priority to the resources allocated per 

children rather than to the number of pupils enrolled or the children rather than to the number of pupils enrolled or the 

contrary? Is it consistent with the schooling coverage for each contrary? Is it consistent with the schooling coverage for each 

level?)level?)

–– The tradeThe trade--off between off between the different components of the unit the different components of the unit 

costcost: the pupil: the pupil--teacher ratio, teacher salary and other current teacher ratio, teacher salary and other current 

expenditureexpenditure





ConclusionConclusion

The report highlights:The report highlights:

•• Significant differencesSignificant differences between regions but also for some of between regions but also for some of 
them within region with regard to the main indicators of  them within region with regard to the main indicators of  
education systemseducation systems

•• Very varied tradeVery varied trade--offs offs paving the way for anpaving the way for an exchange of exchange of 
experience between countriesexperience between countries

•• Significant leewaySignificant leeway for the countries, with regard of regional for the countries, with regard of regional 
integration,integration,

•• Challenges specific to each regionChallenges specific to each region to achieve the main to achieve the main 
international objectives for education. international objectives for education. 
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